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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Purpose of the Investigation 

Experimental studies of the shape and width of Ka lines of the 

transition elements of Fe group (Sc21 through Ni28) have shoxvm that: 

1) the shape of the Ka line departs from Lorentzian and is charac

terized by smearing out or broadening of the long wavelength branch, 

so that the asymmetry index is greater than unity; 2) the as3rmmetry 

index for Ka is appreciably smaller and frequently less than unity 

(the asymmetry index is defined as "the ratio of the part of the full 

width at half maximum on the long wave length side of the maximum 

ordinate to the part on short wavelength side"). However the Ka 

x-ray lines of other elements have been observed to be nearly symmet

rical. 

In addition to the asymmetry of Ka lines the Fe group transition 

elements have the following characteristics: 1) the atoms posses 

incomplete 3d shells; 2) in the solid state the d band wavefunctions 

of these elements are highly localized with relatively little overlap 

between one atom and another. The asymmetry exhibited by the Ka lines 

could be related to these properties of these elements. 

Several authors have attributed this asymmetry to the fine struc

ture in Ka lines but two crystal spectrometric investigations of 

i > ̂  

the Ka lines of these elements in their pure form show only the asym

metry and do not exhibit any fine structures. It was believed that 

improvement in the resolution of the spectrometer would reveal the 



fine structures in the Ka lines of these elements. Therefore, a three-

crystal spectrometer was built in the laboratory and a method developed 

to achieve a better resolution than that attained with a two-crystal 

spectrometer to investigate the fine structures in the Ka lines of 
X , Z 

chromium and cobalt. 



CHAPTER II 

THEORY 

X-Ray Emission Spectra 

For each element there are several x-ray spectral series. The 

K and L series have the shortest wavelengths, with the K series lines 

being shorter than the L series lines. Elements below sodium have only 

the K series, while the elements with high atomic numbers extend into 

M, N, etc. Except for the K series, all series are divided into sub-

series, e.g., L has 3 subseries and M has 5. A significant feature 

of the x-ray spectra is that the lines are very sharply separated. 

The origin of a K-series is a state in which an electron is 

lacking in the innermost shell of the atom. The hole can be filled 

by the transfer of an electron from one of the other shells. Sim

ilarly, the L series originates from the transition of an electron 

to one of the unoccupied L levels. Ka is the notation for the 

transition K-L implying that the transition starts from an energy 

condition characterized by a positive hole in the K-level and ending 

in another condition characterized by a hole in the L^ level. Ka 

is the notation for the transition K-L . The frequency of a line is 

given by 

1) . = i(E2 - E^) 

where E ,E are the energies of the initial and final states. 

3 



Quantum mechanical treatment makes it possible to represent the 

energy of the level E(n,£,j) by means of atomic and quantum numbers 

as: 

(Z - a ) ^ 2 
2) E(n,£,j) = -Rhc[ Y^ ^(Z - a2)^(~ ^ ) 

n n ^ -^ -7: 

2 
_ 0L./7 - r, \^ U||s|cos(£,s) 

3̂ ^ °2^ £(£ + 1)(£ + 1) ̂  ••••' 
n -7: 

where o ,a are screening constants introduced in order to correct 

the shielding effect. R is the universal constant (Rydberg constant), 

while a is the fine structure constant given by 

27Te 

he 

The first term in the brackets is related to the main energy term 

which depends on the total quantum number, and agrees with the Bohr's 

original treatment of the problem. The second term in the brackets 

represents a contribution to energy from the relativistic change of 

mass with velocity of the electron. In the present form it was de

rived by Pauli, but is analogous to the relativistic correction in 

the older theory of Sommerfeld. The last term in the brackets refers 

to the energy contributed by the interaction of the electron spin 

with the orbital momentum. Eq. 2 is valid only for the atoms of 

2 
small Z, since the terms in powers of a higher than a have been 



omitted. These higher powers of a will not be negligible in the case 

of heavier Z elements. Substituting the values of |j|, |s| and 

cos(I,i) as |j| = /j (j + 1), |i| = /s(s + 1), \l\ = A(£ + 1), 

|I| |s|cos(I,i) = 1/2 j(j + 1) - s(s + 1) - i(Z + 1) and introducing 

the terms involving higher powers of a, we can write the expressions 

for the energies of the L„ and L„ levels. The energy value for L„ 

term for which j = £ - 1/2 is 

(Z - a )^ a^Z - o j ^ ^ _ 
E(n,£,j) = -Rhc[ ^ ^ — + ^ ^ — { j ^ - |} 

n n ' 

. 2__ r 1 , n . 3 3 /__n__N 2 3. n . 5. 

n 

3) 

a (Z - a„) . C O / I o 

+ 2 _ ^1( n 5 1. n 4 j. n 3 
8 ^8^£ + 1̂  8 ^ + 1̂  8̂ £ + V 
n 

15. n .2 15. n . 35-, , 

" r ^ m > -̂  8~^rTT^ - 64̂  •" •••^ 

and the energy value for L_ term for which j = £ + 1/2 is 

2 2 4 
(Z - a )^ a^(Z - a )^ 

E(n,£,j) = -Rhc[ ^ + ^̂  (̂  - ̂ > 
n n 

4. _ .6 

4) + 6 U^£^ ^ 4^£^ 2^^ ̂  8^ 
n 

. 6,„ .8rl,n.5 , 3,n.4 , l/n.3 15,n. 35-. , 
li^JL!2L 8^ 8̂ 1̂  "" 8̂ 1̂  • 8"̂ !̂  - 64̂  "̂  • • • ̂  

8 
n 



Equations 3 and 4 can be applied to calculate the separation of L 

and L levels. Using the values n = 2, £ = 1 , j = 3/2 for L and 

n = 2 , £ = l , j = 1/2 for L^ in the respective equations and sim

plifying, one obtains the expression: 

5) Av = - ^ R U -̂  f ̂ (Z - 0̂ )2 -. |3 ̂ (z - a^)^ ^ . . . ] . 

Similar expressions for the M , M , ... levels can be found using 

the same procedure. Therefore, it can be seen that single levels 

given by the quantum number n are split up into complicated systems. 

Splitting of the levels is shown by Figure 1. 

As indicated earlier, it is convenient to think of the production 

of x-ray line spectra in terms of the creation of a hole in one of 

its higher energy levels and the subsequent jumping of the hole through 

its lower energy levels, with the emission at each jump of an x-ray 

quantum carrying the excess energy. However, not all the transitions 

are possible. There are the following set of selection rules for the 

change in quantum numbers of the hole: 

A£ = ±1 

Aj = 0, ±1. 

The totality of x-rays which are emitted in the transitions (plus a 

few which are observed to be emitted very infrequently in violation 

of these rules) constitute the characteristic emission spectra. 
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Asymmetry in Ka Lines of the 
, -*- > ̂  

• Fe Group Transition Elements 

The question of the origin of the asymmetry of Ka lines of the 

Fe group transition elements was first raised by Seljakow, Kraniskow, 

and Stellezky. Several authors have attempted to explain the causes 

of this asymmetry. Two main theories which might explain the exist

ence of fine structures are presented here. 

2p-3d Interaction Theory 

2 3 

Vainshtein and Snyder proposed that the asymmetry of Ka lines 

of the Fe group transition elements is due to the splitting of L 

and L^ levels into sublevels, which is caused by the electrostatic 

and magnetic interaction of the electrons in the incomplete 3d shell 

with the electrons in the 2p shell, resulting in different energies as 

well as different probabilities for transitions from these sublevels to 
4 

the K level. Vainshtein assumed a closed 2p shell in his calculations 

rather than x-ray L- and L levels. 

However, Izraileva calculated the splittings of the L and L_ 

levels in atoms of the Fe group elements into the sublevels by applying 

the general theory of atom energy levels to the x-ray levels. Since 

the energy of the atom depends upon the magnitude of the total angular 

momentum J, the x-ray levels of the atoms with partially unfilled 

shells n*£', n"£", ... can split into sublevels with different 

values of the total angular momentum of the ionized atom: 

' = .?, 'n'i' + ̂ n. 
n'l 



where J , , is the total angular momentum of the unfilled outer shell 
n X 

snd J is the momentum of the ionized shell n£. The separation be

tween sublevels is determined by electrostatic and magnetic inter

actions between the electrons in the ionized and the partially un

filled shells. 

There can be two limiting types of the fine structures of the x-

ray level: 

Type I. In the case of LS coupling between the ionized and outer 

unfilled shells, the sublevels of the x-ray level are approximately 

characterized by the values of the total spin S of the ionized level 

and the total angular momentum L of the atom. 

Type II. If the ionization occurs in an inner shell in which 

the coupling approaches the jj type and the interaction of the elec

trons of the ionized and the outer partially unfilled shells only 

weakly perturb the jj coupling, each x-ray level with a given j can 

split into sublevels with different J. 

According to Izraileva the fine structures of L_, L_ levels cor

respond to the Type II. He assumed that the 3d electrons are in the 

lowest lying level (L,S,J) and that the levels L2(j = 1/2) and 

LoCj ~ 3/2) split into 2 and 4 sublevels respectively (the number 

of sublevels will be (2j + 1), i.e. L will consist of two sublevels 

with atomic angular momentum J = J _. + 1/2 and J' = J_, - 1/2 while 

L_ level will consist of 4 sublevels with atomic angular momentum 

J = J3^ + 3/2, J3^ + 1/2, J^^ - 1/2, J^^ - 3/2. 

He calculated the splittings of L levels, using the above-men

tioned model, caused by the electrostatic interaction of the 2p and 
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3d electrons utilizing the first order perturbation theory. Similar 

calculations can be carried out for the L_ level. The procedure is 

as follows: 

The unperturbed wave functions (the zeroeth approximation wave 

functions) characterized by 2pj = 1/2, m. = ±1/2 and 3d(L,S, J) ̂ x̂I-L, 
J 3a 3d 

are of the form: 

'' ' - ^ , % ' - ' ' " ' " ^n.inL^S..)3/^.-—)*t=l/2^" ̂  ̂ > 

where n = number of electrons in the 3d shell of the given atom. 

P -̂| = exchange operator for the i-th and (n + l)-th electron, 

and M is the projection of the total angular momentum of the 3d 
M 

shell Joj. The function ^p , .(l,...,n) was determined by the method 

of Gray and Wills and Condon and Shortley. ({)- ._ .„(n + 1) was 

determined by the method of Condon and Shortley. Inasmuch as the 
n+1 2 

matrix of the electrostatic interaction operator V = i - — 
i>k=l ^ik 

is diagonal with respect to J and M of the atom and does not depend 
*J 

on M. for a given J, for finding AE , the separation between the 
J L 

8 
L^ sublevels with J^j^, /̂ j the diagonal sum rule was used. The re-

Z ja±i/Z 

sultant expression will then be written in the form 

7) AE = AG''' + BG^ 
^2 

1 3 
G , G being the radial exchange integrals given by 
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8) G^n£,n»£») = e\^.)^ f f R(^)R(^5^)R(^)R(^)^i^2^'2^rdr' 
0 0 "̂  ^ ^ "̂  r(b)^ -̂  

and A, B are coefficients that depend on the angular part of the ex

change integrals. Using Eq. 8 the splitting of L level into the 

sublevels can be found. 

2+ 
Izraileva calculated the splittings of L„ level of Mn into 

sublevels with J = 3 and J' = 2. He determined the 2p single electron 

Q 

function by interpolation of the data of Hartree and 3d functions 

were taken from the data of Hartree. The splitting calculated on this 

basis amounts to 1.5 ev. On the other hand, evaluation using the 

approximate functions of Slater yields a value of 0.07 ev. This 

divergence is attributed to the appreciable difference of r dependence 

of the 3d electron wave functions of Hartree and Slater inside the 

atom. 
2+ 

On the basis of the evaluation of splitting the L- level of Mn 

us ing Hartree's function, it is estimated that the splitting of L» 

and L^ levels in atoms of the Iron group is of the order of 1 ev. 

It is to be pointed out that the separation between the different 

J_j levels of one term of the 3d shell (L,S)_j is of the order of 0.01 
jd jcl 

ev. It is, therefore, essential to carry out more accurate cal

culations, taking into account all the levels of the lowest term of 

the 3d shell. 

Izraileva also calculated the splitting for the L level of Fe 

6 2 
(configuration 3d 4s ) taking into account the three levels with 

J ,=4,3,2 of the lowest term with L = 2 and S = 2. It showed that 
3d 
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the separation between the L sublevels depends not only on the 2p-3d 

1 3 
exchange integrals G and G , but also on the 2p-3d coulomb integrals 

„2 12 
r . He observed that further refinement of the calculations can 

be realized if one takes into consideration the states of the other 

3d terms. 

13 

V. I. Nefedov has also calculated the splitting of L and L 

levels for the configurations p d , p d and p d assuming jj coupling 

in the 2p shell and considering the electrostatic interaction of 

2p-3d electrons as perturbation. 

It follows from his calculations that Ka^ line will be split 

into four components: 

^ 2 2' 2 2' 2 2' 2 2 • 

The sublevels with the maximum I will be shifted towards the short 

wavelength side in proportion to the unpaired 3d electrons, a possible 

explanation of an asymmetry index greater than unity for the Ka line. 

Its variation is in approximate proportion to the number of unpaired 

3d electrons. The L^ level will be split into two components: 

-.̂ \ T n , 1 

10) 1 = 2 - 2 -

For an L level the sequence of sublevels will be the inverse, i.e., 

the sublevels with the smallest I will be shifted to the short wave

length side. Consequently, the Ka line will be characterized by 

the asymmetry index of approximately unity in some cases. Nefedov 
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has pointed out that in addition to the number of unpaired 3d electrons, 

a significant role is played by the effective charge of the atom, 

which has a substantial influence on the magnitude of the exchange 

parameter. 

Thus, the x-ray levels L and L will be split into 4 and 2 

sublevels respectively. The separation between any two sublevels will 

be different and of the order of one ev. The Ka line will consist 

of superposition of 4 lines resulting from transition from the sub-

levels to the K level (assuming no splitting of K level). The prob

abilities of transitions from each sublevel to K level will be dif

ferent. The relative intensity of the line on the shorter wavelength 

side will be greater than the lines on the longer wavelength side and 

will be minimum for the line corresponding to longest wavelength. 

Similarly, Ka line will be a result of the superposition of two lines. 

The line with higher intensity will shift toward the longer wavelength 

side. 

Parratt's Theory of Excitation States 

14 
Parratt's theory of excitation states has also been used to 

explain the asymmetry in the Ka lines of the transition elements. 

According to this theory there are two types of excitation states, 

the bound-ejected-electron (BEE) states and the valence-electron con

figuration (VEC) states. 

Any ordinary state could be an ionization state or one of the 

various types of excitation states. It is an ionization state if 

the ejected electron is completely free from the influence of the 



14 

coulomb field of the atom (or ion) and if there is no abnormal con

figuration of the'valence electrons. If the inner electron is not 

completely free after ejection and remains bound in an orbital out

side of the occupied valence orbitals, then the system is in the BEE 

excitation states. They are commonly produced in x-ray and ultra

violet absorption but are believed to be only rarely produced in 

emission spectra. Such states are supposed to explain the irregular 

structures near the absorption edges. 

Another type of excitation state is a state in which the system 

has some abnormal configuration of the valence electrons. Generally 

the normal configuration of valence electrons is more likely but for 

some materials the abnormal configurations are believed to be more 

important, e.g., solids having s-type valence electrons and transition 

elements (incomplete inner shell). Due to the creation of an inner 

vacancy a change occurs in the coulomb field of the electrons of the 

system. No doubt the final configuration of all the electrons would 

be essentially the normal configuration provided the inner vacancy 

was created very slowly and the electrons had a long time to readjust 

to the changed field. But this is not possible. The change in the 

— 18 

Hamiltonian of the system occurs in less than 10 sec. and, as a 

result, electrons have to change their wavefunction and they do so 

as quickly as they can. Generally, it may be presumed that the inner 

electrons shift rather quickly to the respective new orbitals closer 

to the nucleus of the atom in question, but the slow-moving valence 

electron may require more time. The available time is about of the 

order of 10~ sec. (lifetime of the inner vacancy) for K states. At 
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the end of this time some of the valence electrons may have succeeded 

in following new orbitals and the others may have been obliged to go 

to an unoccupied part of the continuum. The energy of the system 

depends upon the particular configuration of these electrons, and 

different configurations yield different energies. These possible 

different states are called VEC (valence-electron-configuration) 

excitation states. They are considered as excitation states whether 

or not the inner electron is ejected completely free of the atomic 

field, although the energy depends also upon the particular final 

position of the ejected electron. Parratt has suggested that the 

excess width (asymmetry) on the low energy side in Ka x-ray lines 

may be due to the transitions between excitation states of the VEC 

type. 



CHAPTER III 

MULTI-CRYSTAL SPECTROMETER 

Two-Crystal Spectrometer 

The invention of a ti^o-crystal spectrometer is a consequence of 

Darwin's theoretical work in which he discussed diffraction of x-

rays by a perfect crystal, particularly the coefficient of reflection 

and the total intensity of x-rays reflected as a function of the wave

length. Compton first used two calcite crystals in series, thereby 

making the first two-crystal spectrometer. The first crystal was 

used as a monochromator. In order to have a better collimation, 

narrow slits were used. The two crystals were placed in parallel 

position and the total integrated intensity reflected by the second 

crystal was measured when the second crystal was rotated with a con

stant angular velocity. Compton observed that appreciable intensity 

was obtained only for a limited angular range, and the coefficient 

of reflection was dependent on the surface condition of the crystals. 

17,18,19,20 ^. J ^ . ^ 
Some other early investigators studied the properties of 

crystals using a two-crystal spectrometer in its crude form. 

The theory of two-crystal spectrometry was first given by 

21 

Schwarzchild . He presented these ideas: 

1. Physical and geometric principles of the instrument; 

2. Calculations relating to the slit geometry; 

3. Crystal perfection, absorption edges and x-ray line widths. 

He described in detail the basic operations of the two-crystal 

spectrometer in parallel (non-dispersive) and anti-parallel (dispersive) 

16 
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positions. The experimental work of B. Davis and H. Purks^^ and of 

W. Ehrenberg and H. Mark and the theoretical work of R. C. Spencer, 

25 26 
A. Von Lane and L. P. Smith marked the beginning of the field 

of x-ray spectroscopy. 

The two-crystal spectrometer was a significant improvement over 

the single crystal spectrometer in terms of its resolving power and 

led to the study of the problems of: 

1. Emission line shapes, widths and asymmetries; 

2. Satellite or non-diagram lines; 

3. Absorption edge shapes and fine structures; 

4. Effect of chemical combination and alloying on x-ray lines 

and edges; 

5. The Compton effect; 

6. Absolute energy and wavelength measurement; 

7. Crystal lattice parameters; 

8. Measurements of fundamental constants such as h/e. 

Three-Crystal Spectrometer 

27 

J. W. M. DuMond first suggested the possibility of using more 

than two crystals. He analyzed multi-crystal spectrometers using a 

graphical technique and showed that a three-crystal spectrometer 

could be used to study the asymmetric diffraction patterns predicted 

28 29 

by Prins. Later Bollman, Bailey and DuMond published their re

sults concerning the determination of asymmetric diffraction pattern 

of a calcite crystal. Since that time very little use has been made 

of the three-crystal spectrometer. It has been used in neutron dif-
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First crystal 

Second crystal 

ANTI-PARALLEL POSITION 
(1,1) 

Detector D 

PARALLEL POSITION 
(1,-1) 

Figure 2. Illustrating the Two Working Positions of 
the Two-Crystal Spectrometer 
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30 31 

fraction work. More recently Renninger in Germany and Bubakova 

and her collaborators in Czechoslavakia have studied the single crys

tal diffraction patterns of several crystals with the three-crystal 

diffractometer. 
32 33 

Das Gupta, Welch and the author have used the three-crystal 

spectrometer in x-ray spectroscopy to study CCR line widths of Ag, 

Cu, Mo; line shapes and the fine structures in the Ka lines of some 

of the transition elements of the Fe group. 

Theory of a Multicrystal Spectrometer 

Geometric Factors 

Let a monochromatic radiation of wavelength X be reflected in 

first order by two identical perfect crystals. 

AB and CD represent traces of the two idealized Bragg reflectors 

on the horizontal plane in Figure 3. They are mounted so that the 

angle 3 can be varied, thus: 

r and R are the unit vectors along the incoming ray and in the 

direction of this ray after the first reflection respectively, while 

n and n are the unit vectors perpendicular to the reflecting planes. 

AB makes angle 9, with the x-axis, 8 being the Bragg angle corresponding 

to X. a is the angle between horizontal projection of r and x-axis 

(represents the horizontal divergence of the beam). e is the angle 

between R and EF. (|), which is a measure of the vertical divergence 

of the beam, is the angle between r and its horizontal projection, 

6 , 5 being the angles between n and n- and their horizontal pro

jections respectively. The condition for first order Bragg reflec-
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tion is given by: 

1) 1^ = sine = -r . n^. 

where d is the effective crystal spacing. Also, 

2) r • n = R • n 

and from geometry: 

3) r X n = R X n^. 

Applying Bragg's Law at the second crystal gives 

4) R • n- = -sine ^ ~ "oJ ̂  ^ * ̂ i * 

Operating on both sides of (3) with n. 

n^ X r X n, = n x R x n, . 

Since 

a x b X c - (a • c)b - (a • b)c. 

we can write: 

r - (n • r)n^ = R - (n^ • R)n^ 
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Substituting from Eq. 2 we have: 

5) R = r - In^in^ • r) 

By taking the scalar product of Eq. 5 with n^ and Eq. 4 we can write: 

6) r • n^ = r • n^ - 2(n^ • n^) (ii • r). 

These equations are not useful in this form and must be written 

in terms of the direction co-ordinates of the vectors involved, which 
O / 

has been presented by Merrill and DuMond . Thus, one obtains the 

condition for the successive reflections in (1,+1) position; i.e., 

reflection will occur if the dihedral angle between the two crystals 

is given by: 

2 
7) 3^ = 26 + (iĵ tane + [6^ - 5^ - 45^ ^ ^ ] ^ 

+ tane[25 6^ - ^^ + 25^sin^e]. 

In the (1,-1) position the same condition is given by: 

2 
8) 32 = "̂  + [(<5i + 62)/cose](f) - tane(5^ + 6^) . 

Thus, if the incident radiation is distributed symmetrically, 

relative to <j) about (fi = 0, then the terms linear in ({) in Eq. 7 and 8 

will contribute no net displacement of an observed line in either 
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position. However, the linear terms in <p will act to broaden the 

angular profile in both positions. 

Quadratic terms in the 6's will act to displace the line profile 

in both positions. Therefore, the spectrometer is aligned to make the 

6 as close to zero as possible. Residual misalignment causes an un

certainty in the Bragg angle. 

2 

The remaining correction term in Eq. 7 is due to ^ tane, which 

causes broadening and displacement of the dispersive (anti-parallel) 

profile. To properly analyze this effect, it is necessary to find 

the sum of a number of dispersive (anti-parallel) profiles each dis-
2 

placed by (j) tanO and with an appropriate intensity for its values of 

<j), then to fold this into the spectral line to be analyzed. According 

35 

to Schacklett the line displacement is given by the angular dis

placement 

9) Ae = -((|)̂ /12)tane; 
V m 

where cb is the maximum vertical divergence of the beam. It was 
m 

found that the broadening of the curve was of the order of one half 

of one per cent for an angular divergence of a few minutes of arc 

2 
and, as such, the broadening effect due to cf) tane can be ignored by 

limiting the vertical divergence. 

From Eqs. 7 and 8, the minimum width for the (1,-1) position 

occurs for 5 + 5- = 0 and for (1,+1) position the minimum occurs 

2 2 
when 5 - 6„ - 45 sin e = 0, assuming the x-ray beam to be aligned 

in such a way that the intensity distribution is symmetric about (J) = 0 
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Thus it is seen that (J) and the angles of tilt (6 ,6 ) of the 

normals to the lattice planes from the horizontal contribute to the 

displacement and broadening of the incoming beam. These are called 

geometric factors and can be minimized by proper alignment of the 

Of! 

crystals and the x-ray beam. 

Physical Factors 

There are some physical factors which cannot be minimized by 

alignment and which also distort the observed spectra. They are 

present because one must use real crystals and radiation of a finite 

37 
wavelength range. According to Zachariasen, a real crystal is an 

aggregate of perfect crystal domains in imperfect alignment. 

38 
Schwarzchild had used the same model in the derivation of his 

theory in which he assumed that the orientation of domains obeys a 

Gaussian distribution law. 

The qualitative treatment of the distortion of line profile 

caused by "real" crystals and polychromatic radiation is as follows: 

We know from Eq. 8 that for 6 + ^n minimum, the condition for 

successive reflection is such that the crystal planes must be parallel 

and satisfy the Bragg angle for the incident radiation, i.e., no 

successive reflection occurs if there is no parallelism, but in the 

case of "real crystals," although the parallelism has been destroyed 

for a major portion of the distribution, some of the domains will 

remain in alignment and reflection will occur. Therefore, in the 

(1,-1) position the angular range for which radiation is transferred 

is a measure of the perfection of the crystals used in the spectrom-
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eter. In (1,+1) position this factor acts to increase the observed 

angular width and must be "subtracted" in order to determine the 

spectral width of lines observed with a spectrometer. This "sub

traction procedure is one of the major problems of x-ray spectroscopy 

and is generally achieved by folding or convolution equation: 

12) 0(v ) = / T(v)M(v - v) dv 
S —oo*̂  S 

where 0(v ) is the intensity distribution of the observed spectrum 

given as a function of frequency. M(v - v) is the spectral window 

or smearing function and T(v) is the intensity distribution of the 

true incident radiation. In principle, the "true" spectrum can be 

obtained by the Fourier inversion of Eq. 12. 0(v ) and M(v - v) are 
s s 

39 

not absolutely known. Jossem pointed out that M(v - v) will in-

elude the effect of: a) slit geometry, b) scattered and fluorescent 

radiation, c) higher order spectra, d) frequency sensitivity of the 

detector, e) the diffraction pattern in (1,-1) position. Since it 

is difficult to use the exact method, several approximate methods have 

40 41 

been used. Ehrenberg and Mark and Schwarzchild have assumed that 

in the case of monochromatic, unidirectional radiation the distribu

tion of energy in an x-ray line and the reflection curve of a pair 

of crystals in the (1,+1) position follow the Gaussian error curve. 

They derived the relationship 
2 2 1/2 

13) W^ = (W^ - W^)^^^ 
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W^ = "true" width of the spectral line, 

WQ = observed width, W being the rocking curve width in (1,-1) 

position. 

42 
According to Hoyt the Lorentzian distribution, as given by. 

14) y = 
1 + (f)2 

where 

y = intensity I(X) as a function of x = (X - X) 

b = half width at half maximum 

a = maximum ordinate of the spectral line 

X = wavelength of that ordinate, 

gives a better fit to the actual observed spectrum than that given 

by Gaussian distribution. Using the results of Hoyt, Ritchmeyer and 

43 
Barnes, Hoyt obtained for the correction formula 

W^ = W^ - W„ 
T O R 

and also showed that his equation fits the experimental data better, 

44 
but neither of them are exact, as pointed out by Jossem. The rocking 

curve shapes above the half maximum ordinate can be matched well 

either to a Gaussian or a Lorentzian (classical dispersion) curve. 

However, below the half maximum ordinate and in the region near the foot 

of the curves, the rocking curve falls somewhere between the Lorentzian 

and Gaussian. The tails of the rocking curves eventually cross over 

and rise above a Lorentzian curve which has been matched at the peak 
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and half maximum, but the position of the cross-over points may be 

asymmetrical for a given pair of the crystals and the position of 

the crossover points may vary by a factor of from two to ten for 

different pairs of crystals. 

Thus it can be concluded that in order to do high-resolution 

and precision work the detailed spectroscopic properties of the spe

cific crystal pair used should be known. Therefore, it is necessary 

in any spectral measurement to determine the width and shape of the 

(1,1) and (1,-1) profiles. The corrected formula to be used will 

depend on the shapes of the curves. 

Design Requirement for a Multi-Crystal Spectrometer 

There is very little published literature available on the design 

and theory of a three-crystal spectrometer. However, some of the 

basic requirements of the design are the same as for a two-crystal 

spectrometer, for which abundant published literature is available. 

45 
A large number of references can be found in an article by Deslattes. 

In the following section an attempt has been made to point out these 

features. 

In the spectrometer each crystal should be adjustable so as to 

satisfy Bragg angle for the wavelength range under observation. To 

obtain such a condition, the individual spindles should be rotatable 

in angular steps of a fraction of a second of arc, with each position 

repeatable to the same accuracy. Moreover, angular change should be 

measurable as the spindle is rotated. In some cases absolute 

angular measurements accurate to within a fraction of a second of 

arc are required. 
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Alignment requires that (1) the tilt should be adjustable to 

obtain a minimum rocking curve width in both (1,1) and (1,-1) posi

tions, (2) angles do not change once they are adjusted, even though 

the crystals are rotated with respect to each other. This requires 

that the axis of rotation of each crystal be parallel and that the 

spindles be capable of maintaining their respective rotation axes 

within a few seconds of arc. Thus, axes should be independently 

adjustable. In addition, the spindles should be rigidly mounted so 

that there is no long-term relative motion. 

The alignment of the crystal is required to be such that the 

set of atomic planes in use is parallel to the axis of rotation. In 

addition, the central ray of the x-ray beam should pass through the 

axis of rotation of each crystal. To satisfy this requirement, the 

crystal holder should have the following features: a) translation, 

so that the face of the crystal could be brought into the axis of 

rotation, and b) tilt, in order to bring the desired set of atomic 

planes parallel to the axis of rotation to within a few seconds of 

arc. 

These adjustments need to be stable and the tilt adjustment 

should be repeatable. 

Design and Construction of the Spectrometer 

The general form of the spectrometer is shown in Figure 4 where 

A, B, C represent the counterweights, bearings and crystal holders 

respectively. Each bearing is supported by a platform with adjustable 

tilt. The bearing of crystal 2 could be locked about the main bearing 

Similarly, bearings of crystal 3 could be locked about the bearing 
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of crystal 2. The crystals are rotated by means of tangent (lever) 

arms and micrometer drives. The micrometers could be driven by 

synchronous motors if desired. Tangent arms are attachable in dif

ferent positions to allow for the arbitrary orientation of the crystal 

holders relative to each other. Arms are balanced by counterweights 

relative to the supporting bearings, in order to prevent misalignment 

due to the wobbling of the bearings or varying strains on supporting 

axes. 

Preloaded double row bearings were used, largely for the main 

bearings in order to prevent the applied load from becoming a sig

nificant fraction of the preload, so as to minimize the wobble. The 

bearings were press-fitted on the shafts. Aluminum was used for all 

the construction. 

Two main design objectives for the leveling stands were low 

height and nonwobbling screws. Wobble was prevented with a nut and 

star-type lock washer to load each screw heavily. Kinematic design 

with three V-grooves was used. Grooves were in the bottom plates 

and the screws in the top plates. 

Tangent arms clamp on the shaft between the crystal bearing and 

the crystal holder. The length of each arm is 10.3 inches so that 

each division of the micrometer used to move the tangent arm is equiv

alent to two seconds or arc angular rotation of the crystal. 

The crystal holders are designed as shown in Figure 5. A V-

groove is cut with a lathe in a half solid cylinder and then a slice 

is taken from the bottom of it to use for the tilting platform of 

the holder. A cut with a flat vertical surface is made in the upper 
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part of the platform to hold the crystal. This is supported on three 

legs having balls fixed on the top of them and it tilts by means of 

a handle which drops down the side of the crystal holder to a microm

eter head. A light spring attached to the other side keeps the crys

tal platform pressed on these supports. The advantages of this type 

of crystal holder are: 1) insensitivity to vibrations (assuming 

proper setting), 2) tilt adjustments do not affect translational 

adjustments. The crystals are pressed against a flat vertical surface 

of the crystal holder surface rather than the adjustable surface each 

time the crystal is placed in the holder. The rubber pad is also 

helpful in preventing excessive strains on the crystal. These holders 

can hold crystals of about 3" in length. 

The main bearings are locked by means of non-influencing clamps. 

A flexible sheet metal disk attached to the rotating member moves 

with very little clearance in a gap between two heavy metal rings. 

Screws are tightened to warp the rings against the disk in order to 

lock the bearings. 

The micrometer stands are made of solid aluminum. Their height 

is adjustable and they can be moved from one position to another, but 

can be fixed in any position desired. 

The detector support is made to move about the crystals by an 

arrangement in which an overhead frame straddles the x-ray table. 

It has an arm out and down from an overhead bearing. The height and 

radius of the detector can be adjusted. 

Support in the form of adjustable roller R was attached to 

correct the wobbling of the main bearing. The slight wobble was 
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probably due to the overly tight pressure of the bearing in the 

sleeve. 

The bearings used in spectrometers in many laboratories are 

very costly, but those used in this spectrometer, though the least 

expensive, have given excellent results so far. This spectrometer 

was not built to make absolute measurements and, as such, cannot 

claim the accurate reading of small fractions of a second of arc. 

For its purpose, this has proven to be an excellent instrument. It 

has the distinct advantage of being capable of working for very large 

angles and as such the crystals can be used in a higher order of 

Bragg reflection. 

The Alignment Procedure 

The conditions that should be met in the alignment of the multi

crystal spectrometer can be summarized as follows: 

1. The rotation axis of the crystals must be parallel. 

2. The rotation axes of the crystals must be contained in their 

reflecting surfaces. 

3. The central ray must be in the plane normal to the axis of 

rotation of the crystal (plane of dispersion). 

4. Intensity should be symmetrical about the central ray. 

5. The central ray must intersect all axes of rotation. 

The following are consequences of unsymmetrical beam and/or 

misaligned crystal: 

1. The observed width will be displaced from the true Bragg 

angle in the parallel position and the observed width at 

half-maximum will be widened and the intensity distribution 
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changed. 

2. The observed width at half maximum in anti-parallel positions 

will be too large, the peak position will be displaced from 

the Bragg angle, and the intensity distribution v/ill be 

distorted with the line becoming asymmetrical on the long 

46 
wavelength side. 

The instrument has been designed in order to provide independent 

alignment of all three axes. A sensitive spirit level (Tamaya and 

Co., No. 1281) was used to carry out these adjustments. The level 

was placed on the main platform of the axes parallel to the base of 

the triangle defined by adjusting screws 1, 2, 3. Let the base be 

designated by the screws 2 and 3. One of the screws 2 or 3 was then 

adjusted in order to level the axis. The spindle was then turned 

180° and the error in levelling was adjusted half by the level and 

half by the levelling screw. The platform was then rotated through 

90° and screw 1 was adjusted until there was no change in the level. 

This and the first procedure were repeated until there was no change 

in the level with the rotation of spindles through any angle. This 

same procedure was performed for all the axes in similar manner. 

The minimum angular change that could be perceived with the 

level was 15 seconds of arc as measured with the Nikon 6B Autocol-

limeter. Thus, assuming the sensitivity of the adjustment to be 

maximum, the maximum deviation from parallelism estimated for any 

two axes was 30 seconds of arc. 

After aligning the axes, the lateral slides of the crystal holder 

were adjusted so that the axis of rotation of the holder passed 
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through the edge of the crystal holder, which presses the crystal so 

that the vertical (reflecting) surface of the crystal coincides with 

the axis of the rotation. This is achieved by viewing through a 

microscope from the top of the crystal holder and adjusting the 

lateral slide until the axis of rotation coincides with the edge. 

The x-ray beam was collimated by two circular slits S and S_ 

consisting of a hollow brass tube of 7" with two lead slits of 1mm 

diameter, each glued to the ends of the tube. This tube was attached 

to the plate fixed in front of the x-ray window. Before attaching the 

tube in front of the window, the slit S on the nearer end is glued 

so that an x-ray beam of uniform intensity can pass through it. Two 

fine slits are placed in front of S , separated from each other by 

at least 15 cm, and on the same height (within 0.1 mm) so that the 

beam passes through them. The slit S is then glued on the other 

end of the collimeter tube so that the x-ray beam passes through S , 

S_ and the other two fine slits in such a way that the beam intensity 

remains uniform at every place. This satisfies conditions 3 and 4. 

To satisfy the condition that the central beam must intersect the 

axis of rotation, the following procedure was adopted: 

The front edge of the crystal holder was adjusted so that the 

axis of rotation was contained in it. A flat lead screen with a 

circular hole, about 1mm in diameter at the same height as slits 

S-, S_ was placed in the crystal holder so that the front side of 

the screen coincided with the axis of rotation. The spectrometer 

was then moved in front of the beam and fixed in such a position that 

a maximum number of counts could be obtained passing through the 
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circular hole in the lead screen. The lead screen was then replaced 

by the crystal, which was adjusted so as to obtain Bragg reflected 

Ka radiation. The tilt of this crystal was adjusted by tilt adjust

ment micrometer to obtain the maximum number of counts in this posi

tion. The lead screen with the circular hole was placed in the second 

crystal holder and the second crystal holder was rotated on its axis 

about the first crystal until the maximum number of counts was ob

tained. The second crystal holder was fixed in this position about 

the first crystal. The procedure was repeated for fixing the third 

crystal holder about the second crystal with the second crystal in 

the dispersive position. However, before setting it in the dispersive 

position, its vertical alignment was made in the following manner: 

Crystal 2 was set parallel with crystal 1. In this position 

the tilt of the second crystal was adjusted by the "tilt adjustment 

micrometer" until the width at half maximum was minimum. (This pro

cedure is time-consuming and should be repeated several times in order 

to insure that the rocking curve width is minimum, particularly in 

the case of quartz crystals whose optical face does not necessarily 

coincide with the atomic planes.) The second crystal was then ad

justed in the dispersive position. Good alignment was insured by 

the minimum values of the widths at half maximum in both cases (par

allel and antiparallel or dispersive). The third crystal was then 

adjusted using the same procedure. The tilt of the third crystal 

was adjusted until minimum width at half maximum was obtained in 

(1,+1,-1) positions. 

The alignment of the spectrometer was checked also with a laser 

beam. 
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High Voltage Supply 

Usually the measurements in x-ray spectroscopy are of the inten

sity of spectral lines as a function of the angular change of the 

crystals and, as such, it may require several hours or several days 

to collect a set of data. This places very stringent requirements 

on the power source used for the x-ray tube. It should be of an 

extremely constant voltage in order to measure the intensity and 

the correct shapes of emission lines or absorption edges. 

Detection Systems 

X-ray intensity in the form of counts per unit of time can be 

obtained with scintillation, Geiger or proportional counters. Geiger 

counters are convenient and reliable if properly used. Geiger pulses 

need very little subsequent amplification to be counted. However, 

these instruments have no energy resolution, which leaves out the 

possibility of pulse height discrimination for a favorable signal to 

noise ratio. In addition, Geiger counters have prohibitive dead 

time for application involving count rates which exceed a few hundred 

counts/sec. For precision work, either scintillation or proportional 

counters are used. Scintillation counters are better at high x-ray 

energies because of their greater quantum counting efficiency. Pro

portional counters are preferable at lower energies because of their 

greater energy resolution. In either case, the detecting tube is 

usually followed by a pre-amplifier with low output impedance and 

small gain. The pre-amplifier, or at least the first stage, is 

usually built into the detector housing in the bell with a low capac

ity lead to the outside. The preamplifier usually drives a high 
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gain linear amplifier. The total gain of the system, which is usually 

3 5 
10 to 10 , depends upon the x-ray energy region and type of counter. 

The shaped pulses from the amplifier are pulse height discrimi

nated and then counted in a fast scaling circuit which is associated 

with a precision timing device. These units can be made to read 

out their information into punch cards or tape, analog devices, and/ 

or electric typewriters. Both the amplifier and the scaling system 

should be able to resolve pulses spaced as close together as one 

microsecond. 

The x-ray targets used were General Electric CA-8L for chromium 

and CA-8S for cobalt. 

Operation of a Three-Crystal Spectrometer 

The three-crystal spectrometer can be used mainly in four oper-

47 
ating positions where each operating position will yield a different 

result for a given incident radiation and order of reflection of the 

crystal used. 

Figure 6a shows (n,-n,n) position of the three-crystal spectrom

eter. If all the crystals have identical lattice spacing, successive 

Bragg reflection through all the crystals will occur when they are 

parallel. The (n,-n,n) position is identical to the (n,-n) position 

of a two-crystal spectrometer. If the first crystal is rotated when 

the second and third crystals are kept unchanged in the parallel 

position, then the diffraction pattern of the first crystal is con

volved with the combined coincident diffraction patterns of the second 

and third crystals. This is shown graphically in Figure 7. 



First crystal 
\ I 

39 
Third crystal 

Source Second crystal Detector 

(b) 

Figure 6. Illustrating the Four Operating Positions of 
the Three-Crystal Spectrometer. 
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Figure 7 also illustrates the variation of the reflected intensity with 

various degrees of overlapping of the diffraction patterns of two 

crystals A and B as the crystals are rocked through the parallel posi

tion. The values of the product integrals plotted as ordinates in 

the lower curve corresponds to the total window as a function of the 

displacement. (This technique of transparency graphs is discussed 

in reference 27 in detail and will not be presented here.) 

Similarly, if the third crystal is rotated, keeping crystals 1 

and 2 fixed in a parallel position, the results are similar, since 

the diffraction pattern of the third crystal is convolved with the 

combined coincident diffraction patterns of crystals 1 and 2. In 

both cases the rocking curve width should be of the order of (n,-n) 

and should be symmetric. When crystal 2 of the spectrometer is 

rotated with crystals 1 and 3 remaining fixed at the Bragg angle, 

the rocking curve obtained should also be symmetric but the width 

48 
of the curve should be somewhat less than that obtained for rotation 

of crystals 1 and 3. Figure 8 shows the rocking curved for the 

(1*,-1,1), (1,-1*,1) and the (1,-1,1*) positions, where * indicates 

the crystal rotated. 

The (n,-n,n) position is not suitable for spectral measurements 

as it is a non-dispersive position. The (n,-n,k) and (n,-k,m) n?̂ k 

are both suitable positions for the spectral studies. However, they 

give similar results to the ones obtained in the (n,-n,-k) and (n,k,m) 

positions respectively. 

Figure 6b shows (n,m,k) position of the three-crystal spectrom

eter. Since this is a dispersive position it can be used in spectral 
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studies. This position was studied by Renninger and by Bubakova 

and her collaberators to determine single diffraction patterns. 

The major difference between the use of the instrument for 

spectral measurements, or its use in the crystal characteristic de

termination lies in the order of reflections of the crystals used, 

i.e., the values of n,m,k. In order to study the crystal character

istics the first two crystals are set in higher orders of reflection 

and the third in first order. In such a set up, the first two crys

tals provide a highly monochromatic beam to the third crystal which 

can be used to study the diffraction patterns of that crystal. The 

degree of monochromotization from the first two crystals depends on 

the dispersive window of the crystal pair used in the first positions. 

The phenomenon observed is the convolution of the two-crystal window 

with the diffraction pattern of the third crystal, if one assumes that 

the spectral window of the two crystals, in higher order of reflection, 

is much sharper as compared to the diffraction pattern of the third 

crystal. Theoretical calculations of single crystal diffraction 

patterns based on this assumption correspond very well with data 

51 52 
obtained by Bubakova and Renninger. 

In case of the study of x-ray spectra, the first two crystals 

are set in one order of reflection and third is operated in a higher 

order. The usefulness of setting the third is evident from the 
53 

results reported by the author. In this case the narrow crystal 

diffraction pattern of the third crystal is used to study the output 

of the first two crystals. 

The same position, i.e., (n,m,k) can be used in the study of 
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line width of x-ray lines and the line shape. In the present study 

this position has been utilized to study the line shape and therefore 

to observe the fine structures in x-ray lines of Cr and Co. 

The method is as follows: 

1. Set all the three crystals corresponding to the Bragg peak 

for the radiation under study in the (n,m,k) position of 

the spectrometer. 

2. Rotate the third crystal in order to obtain the intensity 

distribution for the center of the spectral line. 

3. Move the second crystal to either side of the peak position, 

preferably to the short wavelength side, so as to be on the 

tail of the intensity for this position. 

4. Move the second crystal through a known angular increment, 

two or more seconds of arc, and obtain the intensity dis

tribution with the third crystal. 

5. Repeat the same procedure for each angular increment of the 

second crystal. 

6. Plot the maximum count number in each intensity distribution 

curve obtain with the third crystal against the respective 

angular position of the second crystal. 

The number of counts at the peak position is proportional to 

the total integrated intensity of the line profile obtained with the 

third crystal because of the Lorentzian nature of these line shapes. 

In the above-mentioned procedure each intensity distribution traced 

by the third crystal yields one point on the spectral line under study 
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In this case, the narrow diffraction pattern of the third crystal 

is used as a band pass filter to pass the Bragg reflected target 

radiation to the detector and reject any other radiation. 



CHAPTER IV 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The theories discussed earlier predict the splitting of the L., 

L^ levels or creation of excitation states resulting in fine struc

tures in Ka lines of transition elements of the iron group. Failure 

of the usual methods of emission spectroscopy (curved and double 

crystal spectrometers) to reveal such structures prompted this study. 

The author undertook the study of Va lines of Cr and Co using a three-

crystal spectrometer which was used for the first time for such a 

study. In the absence of any quantitative theoretical information 

about the resolving power of the three-crystal spectrometer, it was 

decided to test the instrument in different operating positions and 

to determine experimentally the position which would give the best 

resolution. The (n,m,k) position. Figure 9, was found to be the 

most suitable for this study. The method, described earlier, is very 

time-consuming, but the results are better than those obtained with 

a two-crystal spectrometer or operating the three-crystal spectrometer 

in any other position. In the early part of the work the data were 

taken by driving the micrometers manually. Later a synchronous motor 

was used to drive the micrometer and the data were recorded on a 

strip chart recorder. Before using the instrument as a three-crystal 

spectrometer the first two crystals were used as a double crystal 

spectrometer and line profiles in parallel (non-dispersive) and 

antiparallel (dispersive) positions were recorded. The purpose of 

this procedure was to make sure that the instrument was properly 

46 
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aligned and to compare the present results with those available in 

the literature. It is very difficult to compare the data taken with 

different spectrometers because of different geometrical and physical 

conditions of these instruments, and because the quality of the crys

tals is never the same. However, one can have a fairly good idea 

of the quality of the results. Data presented here were taken with 

the same set of three crystals (Quartz 1011, d = 3.343A°) in order 

to have similar conditions for all the experiments. The widths in 

non-dispersive and in dispersive positions, obtained in the present 

work are quite good as compared to the published values. This ensures 

that the asymmetry of the lines is not an instrumental effect, as it 

is known that misalignment of the instrument can cause broadening of 

the line widths and an increase in the asymmetry. 

Chromium 

The first two crystals were set in the (1,-1) position. Figure 

10, and the tilt of the crystals was adjusted until the width at half 

maximum was minimum. It was found to be 13 seconds of arc. The two 

crystals were then set in (1,1) position. Figure 11, and a profile 

of Ka^ « lines was recorded. The line widths of Ka^, Ka2 at half 

maximum were 64 and 77 seconds of arc respectively. This procedure 

was repeated several times to ensure the consistency of the data. 

Once this was done satisfactorily the spectrometer was set in (1,1,1) 

position. Figure 12, and the line shape traced by the method described 

earlier. The evidence of structures was barely visible but it was 

not convincing. The third crystal was then reset in second order, 

i.e., the spectrometer was set in (1,1,2) position, Figures 13, 14, 
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Chromium Ka(l,-1) 

(seconds of arc) 

Figure 10. Movement of Second Crystal 
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and the same procedure was used in order to trace the line shape. 

In this position of the spectrometer structures are quite evident. 

This procedure was repeated several times. In each set of data the 

structures were present at the same positions within the experimental 

error. However, the intensity of x-rays reflected from the third 

crystal in second order was low and the results were not as good sta

tistically as one would desire, although every repetition showed 

similar results. In order to ensure the validity of the results one 

set of data was taken with counts/1000 seconds for each point. It 

gave identical results. Only one set of data for Cr Ka line was 

taken, since the time involved in taking one set of data is about 

two days. Once the fine structures were convincingly established, 

the next step was to determine whether the structures were the in

herent property of the x-ray line shape of the element, or if they 

were the result of the interaction of the crystal with the reflected 

radiation. Therefore, the same experiments were repeated using 

silicon (111) crystals instead of quartz crystals. The fine struc

tures were also evident in this case but not as prominent as they 

were with the quartz crystal (Figure 15). This was due to the fact 

that silicon (111) crystals do not have as good a resolution as the 

quartz crystals. However, the structures were in about similar 

positions; therefore, it was established that the structures were 

not the result of crystal interaction. If the structures were caused 

by the interaction of radiation with crystal they would have been 

in different positions due to different characteristic properties 

of silicon and quartz crystals. At this point the laborious and time-
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consuming method of manual operation and data-taking was eliminated. 

A synchronous motor was used to drive the micrometer connected to 

the third crystal and a strip chart recorder was attached to the 

ratemeter so that the line profile was traced on the chart correspond

ing to each position of the second crystal. Peak values obtained 

from each profile were then plotted against the corresponding angular 

positions of the second crystal. 

Cobalt 

Before starting the work with the radiation from a cobalt target 

the spectrometer was re-aligned. The same procedure was used to study 

the Ka _ line shapes as was used for chromium. All the data were 
i > ̂  

taken by using a synchronous motor to drive the micrometer attached 

to the third crystal and the strip chart recorder was used to record 

the line profiles. Only a small target (CA-8S) x-ray tube was avail

able with which the data could not be taken with a current of more than 

5 ma. at 45 KVP. This limitation resulted in a significant reduction 

of the intensity of x-rays. As a result, structures of the cobalt 

Ka„ line could not be observed with as much reliability and repeat

ability as of Ka line. The rocking curve width in (1,-1) position 

at half maximum was found to be 8 seconds of arc. Figure 16, and the 

widths at half maximum in dispersive position for Ka^, Ka^ lines were 

46 and 60 seconds respectively (Figure 17). These values are in 

agreement, and have improved on the values given in the published 

literature. After checking the setting of the first two crystals 

the spectrometer was set in (1,1,1) position (Figure 18). The struc

tures were not evident, as expected. The third crystal was then set 
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Cobalt Ka^ (1,1,1) 
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200 

Figure 18. Movement of Second Crystal. 
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In second order so that the spectrometer was in (1,1,2) position 

(Figure 19). The structures in the line shape were evident now. 

Data were also taken in (1,-1,-2) position. This operating position 

is very easy to use. Some evidence of the structures is shown but 

the results are not as good as obtained by using the (1,1,2) operating 

position. Data were taken many times and the results were repeatable 

in the case of the Ka- line but were not as repeatable in the case 

of the Ka- line, probably due to the very small intensity of reflected 

x-rays from the third crystal in the second order. 
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Table 1 

Width at Half Maximum of Chromium and Cobalt Ka, and Ka_ Lines. 
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(1,-1) width at 
half maximum 

(1,1,2) width at 
half maximum 

Radiation 
Seconds 
of arc 

o 

mA ev 
Seconds 
of arc 

o 

mA ev 

Chromium 

Ka. 64 0.975 2.27 53 0.803 1.87 

Ka. 77 1.175 2.72 70 1.065 2.48 

Cobalt 

Ka. 46 0.719 2.78 36 0.563 2.13 

Ka, 60 0.937 3.63 54 0.844 3.27 



CHAPTER V 

UNCERTAINTIES IN MEASUREMENTS 

The major source of error, especially at a low count rate, is 

the statistical uncertainty in counting. The intensity of a narrow 

beam measured for a very short time interval will fluctuate statis

tically. The magnitude of the statistical error depends only on the 

total number of quanta counted. For randomly occurring events in time 

sequence, the probable deviation of the number of events observed, N, 

from the time average number N is given by 

1/2 
1) a = 0.675N ' 

P 

and the relative probable error is 

0.675 

The relative standard deviation is 

3) "-"Jn ^ N-

Thus, in order to measure the intensity with some desired accuracy, 

a definite number of pulses must be counted, e.g., for one per cent 

desired probable error the total number of counts recorded would have 

to be 4556. 

63 
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In case of an automatic chart recording, additional errors are 

introduced due to the pulse averaging circuits which actuate both 

the ratemeter and the recorder. These errors could be minimized by 

the proper choice of the time constants (less than three seconds) 

and low scanning rates, and the data could be faithfully produced. 

The time constant was set at 0.5 for all the data taken in the case 

of Cr and 1 sec. for cobalt. The Cr Ka line was recorded manually 

and by automatic scanning. No appreciable difference in line width 

was observed. 

The General Electric XRD-5 control and high voltage power supply 

used in the experiments was equipped with both voltage and current 

regulators. The current could be controlled to an uncertainty of 

0.2 per cent while the uncertainty in the voltage was one per cent. 

The intensity of an x-ray line as a function of voltage and current 

-. • ^ 5 6 is gxven by 

4) I = Ki (V^ - V )^''^ 
a a u 

where V = excitation potential of the line under study; 

V = anode voltage; 
a 

i = anode current. 
a 

Therefore, the error in intensity due to the voltage and current 

fluctuations will be given as 

o AV 
A • 3 a 
Ai 

^> I i V 

a 
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Empirically it is known that the suitable operating voltage should 

be at least 3.5 times higher than the excitation potential. The 

excitation potentials for Cr and Co are 5.98 and 7.71 KV respectively. 

The data were taken mostly at 45 KVP, which is well above the stated 

limit. The maximum variation in intensity due to voltage and current 

fluctuations was 1.2 per cent. 

To determine the width of a spectral line, it is necessary to 

determine the two points corresponding to half maximum of the line. 

The peak intensity must be known in order to determine the intensity 

of these points. Hence, the uncertainty in the peak value must be 

added to the uncertainty at each half maximum point. The uncertainty 

In the intensity at each half maximum point is just 

6) AI, , , = AI„ + A I ^ 
' total P HM 

where Alp is the uncertainty in the intensity at the peak point and 

AI,„, is the uncertainty in the intensity at the half maximum point. 
HM 

The indeterminancy in the peak intensity is given by 

7) " p = " C E + "VCE 

and the uncertainty in the half maximum intensity by 

8) " H M = ^'CE + '̂ 'VCE 

where AI is the probable error due to counting and is given by 
C£ 
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equation 3, and AI is the probable error in the intensity due to 
V v/£j 

the voltage and current fluctuations as given by equation 5. 

The intensity is related to the angular coordinate through the 

line shape. The uncertainty in the angular coordinate at the half 

maximum points due to the indeterminancy in intensity is a function 

of the slope of the curve at those points. This is shown in Figure 20. 

The indeterminancy of the angular scale introduced by the uncertainty 

in intensity must be added to that due to the error in the micrometer 

readings to obtain the total probable error in the line width. There

fore, the width at half maximum for Cr Ka and Cr Ka. in (1,1) position 

will be 64.0 ± 2.5 seconds and 77.0 ± 3.0 seconds respectively. Simi

larly 46.0 ± 2.0 seconds and 60.0 ± 3.0 seconds are the widths at 

half maximum for Co Ka and Co Ka lines in (1,1) position. 

General Sources of Line Broadening 

In addition to the broadening of the line width of Ka lines due 

to asymmetry mentioned earlier there are in general some other sources 

of the line broadening. Their effect is discussed in the following. 

It is already known that finite geometrical and physical resolving 

powers effect the width of a line. In general the experimenter has 

no control on the physical resolving power of the instrument except 

in the choice of the crystals to be employed. The crystals chosen 

for this research had the (1,-1) rocking curve widths comparable with 

the best available data and had a large physical resolving power for 

the wavelengths under study. The values of physical resolving power 

are calculated to be 18,000 and 19,800 for chromium and cobalt re

spectively. 
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Figure 20. Illustrating the Method for Determining 
the Angular Uncertainty. 
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Geometrical resolving power is a function of the instrumental 

alignment and vertical divergence of the x-ray beam. The major sources 

of possible error in alignment are the axis alignment and the vertical 

tilt adjustment. The axis alignment was done with a precision level 

and could be determined with an uncertainty of ±15 seconds of arc. 

57 58 
According to Schnopper and Welch the uncertainties of this order 

in axis alignment are considered negligible from the standpoint of 

the width measurement. The vertical tilt adjustment was done by 

59 
Schnopper*s method and its effects were also negligible. In every 

case the geometrical resolving power was much greater than the physical 

resolving power. 

The following effects may also be considered responsible for 

the additional broadening of a natural line width: 1) Doppler effect, 

2) collision broadening of a natural line width, 3) the effect due to 

the fields of the other atoms, 4) Auger effect, 5) internal pertur

bations other than those discussed earlier. 

The Doppler effect which arises due to the thermal motion of 

the atoms in target does not contribute appreciably to the observed 

width in x-ray region, since the Doppler broadening is inversely 

proportional to the frequency and is small even in the optical region. 

Generally an excited atom will interact with neighboring atoms, 

which results in a splitting of the excited state (Stark effect, reso

nance coupling, chemical combination, etc.). The effects of these 

influences on the low lying states of elements of high atomic number 

is very small. However, some of these phenomena do influence appre

ciably the soft x-ray spectra of the elements. 
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Auger process competes with the emission of an x-ray photon and 

contributes to the width. The effect of Auger process is symmetrical 

on the line shape and it cannot be separated from the natural radiation 

width. 

Within the atom itself there are phenomena which can cause broad

ening of the line width. These include the coupling with the magnetic 

moment of the nucleus (the hyperfine interaction), the finite size of 

the nucleus, the anomalous magnetic moment of the electron, the vacuum 

polarization and the Lamb shift. The effect of these phenomena is very 

small in the range of atomic numbers being studied but could enhance 

the broadening of the linewidth in heavier elements. 

Discussion of the Results 

This experimental study has established the existence of fine 

structures in Ka and Ka lines of Cr and Co for the first time. The 

separation of the structures from the maximum intensity peak are given 

in Tables 2 and 3, and the structures are shown in Figures 13, 14, 

and 19. 

The asymmetry of the Ka lines of the Fe group transition elements 

could not be resolved earlier due to the limited resolving power of the 

conventional spectrometers. These investigations were carried out with 

a three crystal spectrometer and a method of operation was developed 

so as to give a better resolution than the other spectrometers. The 

method of obtaining data has been already explained in earlier chapters. 

It is evident from this investigation that the (n,m,k) position 

of the three crystal spectrometer is suitable to study the fine 



Table 2 

Angular Separation of the Main Peak, the Structures 
and the Energy Difference of the Observed fine Struc
tures Relative to the Main Chromium Ka and Ka Peaks 

CrKa. 

Separation A9 
(seconds of arc) 

Energy difference (ev) 
Between structure and 
the main peak 

70 

Main Peak 1 

Structure 2 

Structure 3 

Structure 4 

Structure 5 

0 

6 

14 

44 

80 

0.2 (main peak 1 - structure 2) 

0.5 (1 - 3) 

1.5 (1 - 4) 

2.8 (1 - 5) 

CrKa 

Main peak 3 

Structure 2 

Structure 1 

Structure 4 

Structure 5 

Structure 6 

Structure 7 

0 

10 

22 

10 

14 

32 

42 

0.4 (structure 2 - main peak 3) 

0.8 (1 - 3) 

0.4 (3 

0.5 (3 

1.1 (3 

1.5 (3 

4) 

5) 

6) 

7) 



Table 3 

Angular Separation of the Main Peak, the Structures 
and the Energy Difference of the Observed Fine Struc
tures Relative to the Main Cobalt Ka Peaks. 
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Cobalt Ka 

Main Peak 1 

Structure 2 

Structure 3 

Structure 4 

Structure 5 

(s 

Angular 
Separation 

A0 
leconds of arc) 

0 

6 

24 

40 

74 

Energy Difference (ev 
Between Structures and 
the Main Peak 

0.4 ev 

1.4 ev 

2.4 ev 

4.4 ev 
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structures, line shapes and widths. The third crystal should be used 

in a higher order of reflection than the first two crystals for such 

studies. The three crystal spectrometer in this position was also 

used to study the Ka line widths and shapes of the other radiations; 

e.g., Ag and Mo, but no such structures were observed. This indicates 

that the observed fine structures are genuine and not an instrumental 

effect. Similar structures have recently been observed in Ka lines of 

Cr by Schnopper and Kalata at MIT using a newly devised cylindrically 

bent crystal spectrometer. Das Gupta and Gott have also observed 

similar fine structures in Cr and Co Ka lines using a newly developed 

spherically bent crystal spectrometer. The crystals of quartz, mica 

and silicon were used by Das Gupta and Gott. The orders of reflection 

and the radii of the spherically bent crystals were different in 

different settings. The recent observations of the fine structures 

in Ka lines of Cr and Co using the cylindrically and spherically 

bent crystal spectrometers support the fine structures observed in 

the Ka lines of Cr and Co in the present study. 

It should be pointed out that in order to achieve a better spec

tral resolution than is obtainable with a two crystal spectrometer, 

the reflected intensity has been sacrificed, which makes it difficult 

to study the region of low intensity with reliability. For this 

reason observed structures in Cr Ka^ are not as reliable as Ka^ struc

tures; however, the presence of fine structures is evident. The 

structures of Co Ka were not repeatable and are not presented here. 

The problem of reduced intensity is a hindrance to the accurate 

determination of the position of the fine structures. In order to 
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improve the situation, two alternatives have been suggested which 

could not be undertaken due to the limited resources: 1) to have an 

x-ray generating unit which could operate at a much higher voltage 

and current, 2) to design and construct a three crystal spectrometer 

which could operate in a vacuum. 

The basic part of the investigation was the observation of fine 

structures in the Ka lines of these transition elements, hitherto 

unreported. The approximate analysis. Figure 21, shows that the 

experimentally observed Ka lines of the Fe group transition elements 

are the result of superposition of more than one line. Two possible 

explanations for the observation are available in the current litera

ture. They are distinctly different in their approach to explain 

62 

the asymmetry and the fine structures. Parratt has suggested a 

qualitative explanation on the basis of VEC (valence-electron-con

figuration) excitation states. These states are produced by a regrouping 

of valence electrons as a consequence of a change of wave functions 

of the electrons in the atom when an inner vacancy has been created. 
63 

Izraileva, in an attempt to explain the asymmetry of the Ka lines 

of the Fe group transition elements, predicted that fine structures 

could be found in Ka lines of some of the Fe group transition elements 

due to the splitting of the L and L^ levels into 4 and 2 sublevels 
64 

respectively. The calculations of Izraileva, and later of Nefedov, 

are based on the model presented by Vainshtein and Snyder. 

According to this model, the L and L^ levels will be split into 

respective sublevels due to the electrostatic and magnetic interaction 

of the electrons in the 2p shell with the electrons in the partially 
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filled 3d shell. The transitions from these sublevels to the K level 

are said to be responsible for the asymmetry and fine structures. 

Neither of the theories mentioned above can be used to explain sat

isfactorily all of the observed structures, especially those observed 

in the Ka lines. However, the observed structures on the longer 

wave length side of Ka are in qualitative agreement with these pre

dicted by Izraileva. The number of observed structures is 4 and the 

separation is of the order of 1 ev. A possible explanation, based 

on the information available from K absorption and the valence band 

emission spectra of the Fe group transition elements is presented 

here to account for the numerous structures observed in Ka„ line. 

In the process of a K absorption, an electron from the K shell 

of an atom in state A, is raised to some level above the Fermi distri

bution leaving the system in one of a continuum of states of Energy E, 

greater than E (state with the electron from the K shell in the first 

level above Fermi surface). The K absorption edges of the transition 

elements have a complicated character by virtue of the unfilled 3d 

shell which participates in the absorption. X-ray absorption and the 

valence band emission spectra of transition metals are both character

ized by prominent fine structures which do not appear in non-transi

tion elements. The K absorption spectra of Cr and Co as reported by 

Borovskii and Batyrev clearly indicates the existence of such struc

tures associated with electron transitions to the unfilled part of the 

3d band. It is possible for the Ka photon (emitted due to the transi

tion of an electron from L„ or L level to fill the vacant K level) to 

excite the electrons in the partially unfilled 3d band by internal 
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Raman process to unoccupied levels in the 3d and 4s bands in the same 

atom. This can only be verified if the 3d and 4s band structures of 

Cr and Co can be ascertained accurately from the L and M spectra with 

high resolution instruments. The L and M spectra are located in the 

wavelength region which is hard to investigate due to high sensitivity 

to surface contamination of the samples. Moreover, the results ob

tained from these experiments do not always agree with each other. 

Therefore, it has not been possible to explain quantitatively these 

structures in the light of internal Raman process. However, qualita

tively the existence of structures which appear on the short wave

length of the Ka_ line can be explained in terms of internal Raman 

effect. The energy of Ka, radiation is degraded in the process of 

exciting the electrons from the partially filled 3d shell to the 

unoccupied levels in 3d and 4s band within the target material. It 

will not be out of place to mention that there are several other 

processes which can be responsible for the structures in X-ray lines. 

Prominent among them will be (i) the initial state characterized by 

the double ionization with vacancies in the K shell as well as in 

valence band; (ii) TDS in the Raman process at the analyzing crystal 

due to the optical phonon's contribution to the production of these 

structures. These two processes cannot explain the observed struc

tures . 



CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSION 

The existence of fine structures in the Ka lines of Cr and Co 

has been established, for the first time, using the three crystal 

spectrometer in the (n,m,k) position. The separation between the 

peaks from the peak corresponding to maximum intensity is given in 

Tables 2 and 3. 

The (n,m,k) position of the three crystal spectrometer is found 

to have a higher spectral resolution than the two crystal spectrometer 

or any other operating position of the three crystal spectrometer. 

The third crystal should be used in a higher order of reflection than 

the first two crystals in spectral study. The intensity is reduced 

considerably as compared with the two crystal spectrometer; therefore, 

the spectrometer should be built to operate in a vacuum or x-ray 

generating units and tubes designed for operation at higher currents 

and voltages should be used. 

68 
The calculations of Izraileva do not explain all of the structures 

observed. The observed structures on the longer wavelength side of 

Ka- lines are in qualitative agreement with the calculations of 

Izraileva. The number of observed structures is 4 and the separation 

of the levels is of the order of 1 ev. It is proposed that the ob

served structures on the short wavelength side of Ka. line could be 

due to the degradation of the energy of Ka.. radiation as a result of 

internal Raman process. 
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Appendix 1 

Chromium 

(1,+1) 
width at half maximum 

Author Crystal used Seconds of arc 
o 

mA ev 

Bearden & Shav7 
69 

Brogren 
70 

Calcite 

d = 3.02945A 

Quartz 1010 

Calcite 211 

a. 

a 

a 

a 

a 

a 

75.5 

90.4 

0.922 

1.212 

1.032 

1.243 

M. A. Bloklin & 
Nikif orov'-'-

L. G. Parratt 
72 

Quartz 1120 a 

a 

1.97 

2.32 

M. Shah Quartz 1011 

d = 3.343 

(1,1) 

(1,1) 

(1,1,2) 

(1,1,2) 

Ka 

Ka, 

Ka. 

Ka, 

64 

77 

53 

70 

0.975 

1.175 

0.803 

1.065 

2.27 

2.72 

1.87 

2.48 
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Appendix 2 

Cobalt 

Author 

S. K. Allison 73 

Brogren 75 

M. A. Bloklin, 
Nikiforov76 

L. G. Parratt 
77 

J. H. Williams 

M. Shah 

78 

Calcite 

Bearden & Shaw^^ Calcit( 

d = 3.02945A 

Quartz 0003 

Calcite 211 

Quartz 1120 

Quartz 1011 

d = 3.343 

(1,1) 

( 1 , 1 , 2 ) 

(1 ,+1) v;idth ai h a l f maximum 

C r y s t a l used Seconds of a r c 

a 

a, 

a. 

a, 

a 

a, 

a. 

a 

a. 

a. 

a. 

Ka. 

Ka, 

Ka. 

Ka, 

58 

67 

55 .5 

69 .6 

o 

niA 

0.812 

0.952 

0.592 

0.732 

0.722 

0.852 

ev 

3.1 

3.7 

2.66 

2.95 

2.99 

46 

60 

36 

54 

0.719 

0.937 

0.563 

0.844 

2.78 

3.63 

2.13 

3.27 
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Appendix 3 

Wavelengths and Energy of K-X-rays of Chromium and Cobalt. (Bearden)^^ 

o 

Wavelength (A) Energy (ev) Radiation 

Cobalt 27 

Ka^ 

Ka^ 

KB3 

Chromium 24 

Ka 

Ka^ 

KB, 

1.788965 6930.32 

1.792850 6915.30 

1.62079 7649.43 

2.2897 5414.7 

2.2936 5405.5 

2.0709 5986.9 
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Appendix 4 

Calculated Bragg Angles for Chromium K-X-rays for the 
Crystals Used in the Experiments 

Ti J • ̂  • ^ ^ -1 Order of r, A T 
Radiation Crystal „ ,̂ , Bragg Angle 

•̂  Reflection 

Ka Quartz (1011) 

d = 3.343 1 20°1'47" 

2 43n3'47" 

Ka 1 20°3'58" 

2 43°19'18" 

Ka Silicon (111) 

d = 3.1353 1 21^25'0" 

2 46^54'41" 

Ke,^ 1 2r27'18" 

2 47'^0'56" 
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Appendix 5 

Calculated Bragg Ang.l es for Cobalt K-X--rays for the 
Crystals Used in the Experiments 

Radiation 

Kttĵ  , 

Ka^ 

Ka 

Ka^ 

Crystal 

Quartz (1011) 

d = 3.343 

Silicon (111) 

d = 3.1353 

Order of 
Reflection 

1 

2 

1 

2 

1 

2 

1 

2 

Bragg Angle 

IS^'Sl'll" 

32°21'12" 

15°33'15" 

32°26'6" 

16''34'35" 

34*47'30" 

16°36'48" 

34°52'11" 
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